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One-variety Cotton in Oklahoma 
By JOHN D. CAMPBELL' 

For 40 years cotton farmers have been advised to grow only one 
variety of cotton• and to organize one-variety communities". During 
this time, several advantages have been reported' while the disadvantages 
have received only limited attention. 

:However, in spite of the effort devoted to the encouragement, pro
motion, organization and operation of one-variety communities, observa
tions and surveys in Oklahoma and other states reveal that the number 
of one-varietf areas is rather limited. Thus arises the question: Why 
have so few cotton farmers followed the recommendation to grow only 
one variety? 

Some of the explanations have held responsible the marketing 
system•, the individuality of. farmers•, and inadequate supplies of pure 
planting seed •. However, none of these seems to be a complete answer, 
either alone or in combination. Therefore, in 1947 several Southern 

t Formerly Assistant Economist, now Assistant Economist at the University o( Arkansas. 
• Cook, 0. F., "Crop Improvement on a Community Basis." Yutboo" of the /HIHirltnenl ot 

Agriculture. pp. ll97·ll98. 1911. 
• A "one·varlety cotton community" has been defined u "an IIIIOdadon of JrQWen who have 

voluntarily banded tocether to standardize their production Gil a sinale variety. The 
community is organized on the basis of a lin u a unit. It may be limited to one gin 
or I!Xpanded to include aU the alns In a county or Iaraer area."-"Study of AJ(rlcultural 
and Economic Problems of the Cotton Belt." He/Jrlnes Before the Special Sub-committee 
on Cotton of the Committee on A/lriculture, House of Representatives; Ei~ehtieth ConcrtiiS, 
First Session, Part 2. p. 958. Hereafter this publication will be referred to u Hurinas. 

• Yearboo" of Agriculture. "Cotton." p. ISS. 19liS. 
• In thil report, "one variety" is used to mean the ICinnlna o( only one variety of cotton per 

gin, and does not refer to the extent of an orpnization, If any. 
• lT.S.D.A. Ftmners' Bul. 1686. "Common Errors In Cotton Production." p. 2. Jau., 19ll2. 
• Cook, 0. F., "One·variety Cotton Communities." U.S.D.A. Biil. 1111. p. 5. Nov. 25, 1922. 
• Hearinas. p. 951. 

[5] 
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agricultural experiment stations undertook a thorough study of the 
economic advantages and disadvantages of one-variety operations. This 
bulletin reports the Oklahoma phase of that studt. 

The information presented herein comes from two sources: 
1. Interviews with 128 cotton farmers in Oklahoma's cotton-growing 

areas, 30 gin managers, and seven cotton buyers having special knowledge 
of the subject, and 

2. Analysis of grade and staple data from the Altus and Oklahoma 
City Classing Offices of the Production and Marketing Administration, 
Cotton Branch, United States Department of Agriculturet". 

ADVANTAGES 
The number of advantages reported for growing only one variety 

of cotton has ranged from a few to more than 20U. Three advantages 
often reported and seemingly of major significance are: 

1. Permits the maintenance of pure seed; 
2. ·Provides "a large volume of a product of uniform quality for the 

manufacturer," and 
3. Results in larger cash returns. 
The 128 cotton farmers interviewed in Oklahoma reported eight 

advantages as listed in Table I. 

Pure Cottonseed 
Gins are one of the most common locations where varieties of cotton

seed become mixed. If all of the patrons of a gin produced the same 
variety, this source of varietal mixture would be removed. However, 
mixtures from other sources would still be possible. For example, cross 
pollination from neighboring fields where other varieties are grown and 
the cotton ginned at other gins might still present problems, as would 
the degree of purity of breeding. 

There are two limitations on the production of pure cottonseed 
that have not always received due attention. First, a one-variety gin 
located in an area where several varieties are grown will likely suffer 
a substantial reduction in the volume of cotton ginned. Furthermore, 
the gin will find it difficult to purchase cotton and cottonseed unless 

• This report is based on work done in 0 klahoma In cooperatlna on the llesrional Cotton 
Marketina Project No. SM·l. Cooperatina etaeet and aaencie1 include Alabama, Arizona, 
Arkansas, Goof!fia, Louisiana, Mlseissippi, Mlllouri, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, Tel<l!S: Bureau of Aaricultural Economice; Bureau of Plant In
dustry, Soils, and Agricultural EnaineerinR: and Production and Marketina Administra
tion, Cottoll Branch. 

to A ppreciatlon Is hereby expressed for the cooperation of the farmers, &innen and others 
who were interviewed, and for the data ·supplied by the Altus and Oklahoma City 
Classina Offices of the Production and Marketina Administration, U .S.D.A, 

l1 Hearing~. pp, 955-9M, and Ye~~rboo.\ 01 Jf~lture, Ofl. cit., p. 158. 
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Table 1.-Adftlltages of Growing Only One Variety of Cotton as Re
ported by 128 Oklahoma Farmers in 1947. 

Advantaaes 

Keeps cotton planting seed pure 
Price of cotton might or ought to be higher 
Improves quality of cotton produced 
Uniform quality is produced 
Premiums are obtained on cottonseed for planting 
Permits better ginning 
Increases yields 
Increases cooperation among farmers 

Other Replies 
No opinion 
Did not know what the advantages may be 
No advantage 

Number 
reportinl' 

32 
29 
9 
6 
6 
5 
6 
2 

6 
9 

28 

some inducement, such as a premium price for the cottonseed, is offered 
to farmers. Ginning is not contracted very often in Oklahoma, and 
shifts in patronage are fairly common. Unless the profit from pure 
seed equaled or exceeded the loss from reduced volume andjor the 
cost of inducements, a loss would be suffered. 

The second limitation which is sometimes overlooked is that less 
than 10 percent of the cottonseed produced in this country is used for 
planting purposes". Therefore the proportion of the cotton crop on 
which purity of seed would have a special value would also be less 
than 10 percent. At the present time, the amount of pure cottonseed 
that could be sold for planting would be less than the proportion of 
the crop used for planting because some farmers would not buy pure 
seed. 

Uniform Qualitv of Lint 
Advocates of the one-variety plan usually assume that if only one 

variety of cotton was ginned at a gin the cotton produced would be of 
uniform quality. While this assumption seems logical, comments of 
cotton buyers and reports on grades and staples from one-variety gins 
indicate that a rather wide range of qualities comes from such gi~. 

'" U.S.D.A., Bur. of Aen. Econ., Statistical Bul. 99. "Statistics on Cotton and Related Data." 
p. U!l. June, 1951. 

u A "qualltr of cottoa" aa 1l8ed in this disculaion refen to a Jtrade and staple combination 
such as Strict Low Mlddlina 15/16"' (SLM 15/16). "Qualitfes" refen to the various c:om
binatlona of I'Udes and staples. 
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COMPAlliSON OF ONE-VARIETY AND MIXED-VARIETY GINS 
Range of Qualidea Produced 

To determine the uniformity of quality from one-variety gins, in
formation on grades and staples was collected from the Oklahoma City 
Classing Offices on gins ginning only one variety, and on those ginning 
mostly one variety where the data on the minor varieties could be 
isolated. To permit comparisons, similar data were collected from 
nearby gins that ginned two or more varietiest'. 

The number of qualities of cotton produced by one-variety and 
comparable mixed-variety gins is shown in Table II. While the num
ber of qualities was usually slightly less for the one-variety gins, the dif
ferences were small in most cases. 

The mixed-variety Gins B11 reported from four to .six varieties, 
and the mixed-variety Gins Y reported from two to six varieties. The 
varieties reported from the mixed-variety gins had differences of as 
much as 5/82- to 8/16-inch in their average staple lengths in variety 
tests. 

If the split grades (light-spotted and plus) are also used, the number 
of qualities is increased by nearly 50 percent (Table II). A significant 
factor is that the number of qualities is so large that only a very small 
number of bales could be in any one of them. 

As measured by grade and staple, the concentration in the leading 
quality was sometimes greater for the one-variety gins than for nearby 
mixed-variety gins, but at other times the concentration was greater for 
the mixed-variety gins (Table Ill). While the concentration was rather 
high for one-variety Gin X in 1946-47, it was very low for that same 
gin in 1948-49. 

The proportion of the ginnings in the five leading qualiti~ for 
each year was greater for the one-variety gins (Table IV). But in two 

:u. The ains to be atudied were aeJec:ted after mak!na combined mail and penonal aunoe,s to 
determine which Oklahoma aina ainned onb one variety of cotton. Thae surveys 
covered directly 409 of the 440 active alns, and moat of the othen were covered in· 
directly. In the 1946-47 aeaaon, time aina &inned one variety, but tbe ll*le aad ataple 
data were available for only one. In the 1~7 -48 lleaiOn, tbe cotton afnned by another 
ain was almoat all of one variety, and information was available for aeparation of the 
qualitiea of the minor variety. Jr. the 1948-49 season, similar data became available on 
lllill another afn, Thill. data were attained Gil time gina that sinned only or moatly one 
variety of cotton in the 1948-49 and 1949-!SO seasons. Data were not available for tbe 
1950-51 season from any one-variety ains. Of the three included in previous yean, 
one became dotmant, another ceued ainnina only one wriety, and the information 
available at the third ain waa inadequate for separation of tbe qualities of the maJor 
and minor qualities. 

•• Data on Gins B consist of information on one &in for 1947-48 and on another aln for the 
other two 84!aiOnl. Similarly, data on Gina Y consist of informatioq on - ain for 
194fi-47, another a 1947-48 and 1948-49. and on atill another for IIH9·50. Tbae 
dumaet in mbted-qriety aina were made fn order to keep the numben of balea ginned 

as near as ~ible to those &inned by the --variety aina. 
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of these cases the proportion by which the concentration of one-variety 
gins exceeded mixed-variety gins was only a fraction of a percentage 
point. The qualities that were leading one year were often not 
among the leading qualities in another year. The proportions in the 
five leading qualities varied over a large range at some of the one-variety 

Table 11-Number of Bales Ginned and Number of Qualitier of Cotton 
by Years From One-variety* and Mixed-variety* Gins. 

Gin IIOUP 16 Gin IIOUP II• 

(ODe· (Mixed· (One- (Mixed-
Qdety) variety) variety) variety) 

Year GinA GlnC Glm .. Gin X Glm Y' 

1946-47 
No. bales ginned 1317 1411 
No. full gradea* 49 57 

1947-48 
No. balea ginned 179 213 794 730 
No. full grath 35 39 49 49 
No. split grades* 51 55 74 75 

1948-49 
No. bales ginned 304 383 275 1014 1069 
No. full grades 40 56 52 74 89 
No. split gradea 51 79 75 107 123 

1949-50 
No. bales ginned 825 658 785 1088 950 
No. fuU gradea 45 41 51 50 51 
No. split grades 72 70 81 77 78 

Av•rag• ao. qualitNs 
2-year average B & C 
Full grades 48 51 
Split grades 74 78 

3-year average 
Full grades 40 47 58 63 
Split grades 58 70 86 92 

4-year average X&Y 
Full grades 55 61 

1 A "quality" means a arade and staple combination. For example, Middling 15/16'" is one 
quality and Stric:t Low Middlinc lll/32'" is another. 

"One-variety" gins were 10 claaaified on the basis of reaaonably reliable information that 
they either &inned only one variety, or produced quality information on the few bales 
of other varieties, thOR qualities beiDa extraded before the data were u~. 

• "Mixed-variety" gins were selected as near aa POOible to ll one-variety lin or gina in Older 
that a gin with approximately the same volume of ginnin& could be found:. Other £acton 
were kept as similar as possible except for the "variety" factor aa mixed-variety gins 
&inned from two to six varieties. 

• Gins within "Groupe" are sets· for comparisea, and an .loaded close together. 
"Gins B" were two cfns: one used In the ·calculations the fint· year, -and the-· other two used 

the sec:oncl. and third yean, "Gins Y" were three ·&ins; one used. the flnt year, another the 
sec:oncl. and third yean, and still another the f~ year,· ·These chances were made 
In Older to secure simDar volumes from the one-varietY . cln .. or clns with . which tiler 
are compared. 

• "Full pades" means the recular crades used by the U.S.D.A. without the sub-dlvialon into 
"plus" and "liaht-spotted" qualities. "Split crades" includes the sub-divialons of "plus" 
and "li&ht-spotted" qualities used since 194748. These Iauer qualities are combined with 
re&ular crades In "Full arades," but are counted as separate qualities in "Split lflldel." 
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Table ID.-The Percentage of the Cotton Ginned That Was in the 
Leading Quality (Full Grades) Each Year at One-variety and 

Mixed-variety Gins. 
(Percentage in leading quality each year) 

Gin croup I Gin group 11 
(One- (Mixed· (One- (Mixed· 

ftriet?) ariety) ariety) nriety~ 
Yeu GIDA GiDC Giu B Gin X GIDJ Y 

1946-47 37.1 15.5 
1947-4:8 14.5 15.0 11.4 15.7 
1948-49 18.7 8.8 11.6 6.4 6.3 
1949-50 1U 14.7 15.1 12.6 21.1 

Av1rag1 p,e,atag•s 
2-year average 
Gina B &. C 11.8 13.3 

3-year average 
Gins A&. B 15.8 13.9 

4-year average-
Gins X&. Y 16.9 14.8 

Table IV.-The Percentage of the Cotton Ginned That Was in the 
Five Leading Qualities (Full Grades) Each Year* at One-variety 

and Mixed-wriety Gins. 
(Percent) 

Gin croup I Gin II'OUP D 

(ODe-
..,..,~ 

(Mixed-
variety) 

(One- (Mixed-
variety) Variety) 

Yar GiaA Gille GiaiB Gill X Glnl Y 

1946-47 68.6 46.8 
1947-4:8 42.5 #.1 43.5 48.6 
1948-49 53.7 32.1 35.3 26.9 26.4 
1949-50 52.0 50.6 #.7 56.2 56.1 

Av~rag1s 

2-year average 
Gina B &. C 41.3 40.0 
3-year average 
G1na A &. B 49.4 41.4 
4-year average 
G1na X&. Y 48,8 44.5 

• Tllele fift leadllla' qualities are for each .,.. ~.,. The. fiye qualities were different 
for different .,.... Ollly one of the qualities wu amona the leaden at GIM A, B, and X 
far aD tile ,_. l'I!JIOI'ted, . 
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gins. Increases or decreases between seasons in the proportions in the 
five leading qualities were large, amounting often to about 50 percent. 

If a gin or community is to establish and maintain a reputation as 
a market outlet for a given quality or qualities of cotton, such quality 
or qualities must be produced consistently season after season. The 
number of bales of the quality that led at the one-variety gins in the 
earliest year for which data are available varied over a wide range in 
the following years (Table V). For example, Gin A produced 26 bales 
of Low Middling 15/16" in the 1947-48 season, only four bales of 
that quality in 1948-49, and 105 bales in 1949-50. 

When the five leading qualities in the first year for which data were 
available were examined in later years, it was found that wide fluctua
tions existed in both the number of bales in the qualities and the pro
portions of the ginnings represented by such qualities (Table VI). 
Furthermore, some qualities that were among the five leading ones in 
the first year were entirely absent in subsequent years. The produc
tion was varied and irregular to such an extent that the number of 
bales or proportion of ginnings in a given quality for a given season 
gave practically no indication of what to expect in that quality in fol· 
lowing seasons. 

Table V-Number of Bales and Percent of Ginnings in the Leading 
Quality (Full Grades) of One-variety and Mixed-variety Gins for 

the Earliest Years and in That Same Quality in Later Years. 

Gin IP'OUP I Gin aroup 11 

(One· (Mixed· (One· (Mixed· 
YUiety) ftriety) Qriety) Yariety) 

Year GinA GinC Gina B Gin X GIM! 

Largest quality flnt 
LM LM year for Wlakh data SLM LM LM 

were available: 15/10 15/10 7/8 15/10 15/10 

1946-47 
No. bale~ 488 218 
Pet. of ginnings 37.1 15.5 

1947-48 
No. bales 26 32 43 95 
Pet. of ginnings 14.5 15.0 5.4 13.5 

1948-49 
No. bales 4 33 6 20 24 
Pet. of ginnings 1.3 8.8 2.2 2.0 2.2 

1949-50 
No. bales 105 97 13 140 98 
Pet. of ginnings 12.7 14.7 1.7 12.8 10.6 



.a.ao1e v.a..-.rercentage 01 \Alton \Aassea ana .l"'lumoer a: .Dales 1or me .nve .I.A:aWDJ \tUBIIues a1 vne-ftrlew;y ano ~ 
Mixed-variety Gins the First Year Information Was Available, and the Same Information on These 
Qualities in Later Years. 

Flnt Second Third Fourth Fifth 

No. No. No. No. No. 
Rank Percent bales Percent bales Percent bales Percent bales Percent bales 0 

Group I Gins 
lill-
S" 

One-variety, Gin A ;to 
Qualities: ~LM 15/16l ~SLM 31/32) (SLM 15/16) (SLM 7/8) (SGO 7/8l 0 

1947-48 14.5 26 9.5 17 8.9 16 5.8 9 5.6 10 ~ 
1948-49 1.3 4 5.6 17 11.0 33 18.7 57 0 b.. 1949-50 12.7 105 7.5 62 14.3 117 1.5 13 0 

l Mixed-variety, Gin B 
(LM 7/8) (SGO 7/8) (LM 15/16) (LM 29/32) (SLM 15/16) Qualities: -1947-48 15.0 32 9.0 19 7.0 15 5.1 11 5.1 11 -;: 

1948-49 2.2 6 0 4.0 11 1.1 3 9.8 27 ~ 194g.so 1.7 13 0 15.1 119 4.0 39 3.6 28 -One-variety, Gin C 
(SLM 15/16) (M 15/16) ~M 31/32l (SLM 31l32l ts Qualities: ~M 1l "0-

1948-49 8.8 33 8.7 33 5.6 21 5.1 19 3.9 15 (\ 
.... 

1949-50 14.7 9~ 0.6 4 1.5 10 1.5 10 10.8 71 ... 
~ 

Group II Gins (\ 

One-variety, Gin X ;:s -Qualities: (LM U/16} (SGO U/16l (LM 31/32) {SLM 82. 15/16} ~SGO 31l32l ~ 

1946-47 37.1 488 11.2 147 8.7 115 6.1 80 5.5 72 S' 
1947-48 5.4 43 0.9 7 0.5· 4 0 0 -s· 1948-49 2.0 20 0.4 4 0.5 5 4.2 43 0.1 1 ;: 
1949-50 12.8 140 0.8 9 7.3 80 1.8 20 0.3 3 

Mixed-variety, Gin Y 
(LM U/16} (LM 31/32) (SLM !2· 15/16l (SGO 15l16} Qualities: {Y! 1} 

1946-47 15.5 218 10.6 uo 8.3 117 7.2 101 5.2 73 
1947-48 13.5 95 2.7 19 4.7 33 0 0.1 1 
1948-49 2.2 24 2.7 29 1.0 10 1.5 16 0.6 6 
1949-50 10.6 98 4.4 40 7.1 65 3.1 28 0.2 2 
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Since the weather has such an important effect on cotton grades, 
considerable variation along this line could be expected between seasons. 

Range in Staple Lengths 

Staple length has been closely associated with varieties. It would, 
therefore, seem logical to expect less variation in staple length from 
gins that ginned one variety than from those ginning two or more 
varieties. Nevertheless, fluctuations in the proportion of the ginnings 
of the various staple lengths from year to year were about as great for 
the one-variety gins as for those ginning several varieties (Table VII). 
For example, one-variety gins and mixed-variety gins had a range of 

Table Vll.-Percentage of Cotton in Various Staple Lengths at One
wriety and Mixed-wriety Gins. 

(Percent) 

Staple leaatbl Ill S2nds of an illc:h 

Group 26 28 29 liO Sl 112 55 H S5 36 

Group I Gins 

Gin A (One-variety) 
1947-48 3.4 
1948-49 1.3 
1949-50 

Difference between 
Higha and Lows-3 yn. 3.4 
Gina B (Mixed-variety) 

1947-48 8.4 
1948-49 0.4 
1949-50 1.3 

Difference between 

19.0 10.6 32.3 17.9 11.7 
26.9 13.5 22.5 8.5 17.0 
4.5 123.0 42.0 17.0 17.5 

22.4 2.9 19.5 9.4 5.8 

34.3 15.0 28.1 12.7 1.5 
18.8 14.0 32.0 12.1 18.6 

1.2 12.5 30.4 19.6 16.9 

2.8 2.3 
9.3 1.0 
5.4 12.0 

6.5 

3.7 
6.1 

1.3 

0.4 
1.2 

Highs and Lows·3 yra. 8.0 33.2 2.5 3.9 7.5 17.1 6.1 1.2 
Gin C (One-variety) 

1948-49 0.3 12.9 11.5 32.7 16.1 22.1 3.8 0.6 
1949-50 0.1 3.2 9.3 34.3 23.3 20.2 7.4 2.2 

Group II Gins 
Gin X (One-variety) 

1946-47 0.5 
1947-48 5.2 
1948-49 0.4 
1949-50 0.1 

Difference between 
Higha and Lows 5.1 
Gin• Y (Mixed-variety) 

1946-47 6.3 
1947-48 3.8 
1948-49 1.0 
1949-50 1.1 

Difference between 

3.8 5.7 62.0 18.1 9.2 
26.6 14.3 41.1 10.6 2.2 
18.1 14.5 34.5 11.5 10.0 

1.5 9.5 46.4 23.7 11.3 

25.1 8.8 27.5 13.1 8.1 

9.6 5.2 38.2 6.8 20.4 
14.0 11.1 42.7 20.8 7.1 
15.6 11.3 27.0 11.7 19.6 
4.5 8.0 44.7 25.8 12.7 

0.5 

8.3 
5.5 

8.3 

2.7 
0.5 
9.7 
2.8 

0.2 

2.7 
1.9 

2.7 

0.8 

3.8 
0.3 

0.1 

0.1 

0.3 
0.1 

Highs and Lows 5.3 11.1 6.1 17.7 19.0 13.3 9.2 3.5 0.3 

0.1 

0.1 
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eight staple lengths most years. One-variety Gin X had a range of nine 
staple lengths in 1949-50, and mixed-variety Gins Y had a range of 
nine staple lengths in 1948-49 and in 1949-50. 

Other Variations 

Information was not available on the factors included under 
"character" of cotton for making comparisons between the one-variety 
and mixed-variety gins. Some information on these factors was avail
able for part of the cotton from Gin X in the "Fiber and Spinning 
Test Results," published by the Production and Marketing Administra
tion, Cotton Branch, U.S.D.A., for 1946, 1947, and 1948. 

The wide variations in the grades and staples reported above suggest 
that considerable variation may also exist between seasons in the factors 
included under character. At Gin X the fibers varied from "fine" to 
"slightly coarse" (or from 3.7 to 5.2) in 1946 and 19481'. Fiber maturity 
ranged from "average" to "very mature," and neps count ranged from 
"low" to "high." The uniformity ratio of the fibers was fairly con· 
stant. The tensile strength of 22 yarils ranged from "poor" to "very 
good." So several of the features included under character did change 
considerably from season to season at this gin on the same variety. 

Variation rather than regularity is typical of cotton qualities. This 
appears reasonable if the extreme sensitivity of cotton to environmental 
conditions and the wide differences in such conditions are closely ob
served. Furthermore, cotton has been found to vary 6/16-inch in staple 
length between bolls close together on the same plant~•. Perhaps the 
hybrid ancestry of most types of cotton contributes to the variations 
as well as do differences in fertility, moisture, and other factors that 
have significant effects on cotton growth•. 

QUALITIES OF COTTON PURCHASED BY MIUS 

Cotton mills use a considerable range in qualities of cotton for the 
manufacture of a given type of fabric18• But individual mills buy most 
of their cotton in even-running lots (of the same grade and staple). A 
study in South Carolina found that over 82 percent of the cotton was 

•• PM..4, Cotton Branch, U.S.D • ..4. "Fiber and Spinning Test Results for Some Upland CottOIIJ 
Grown in Selected Standardized-variety Areas. Crop of 1946." p. 12. Dec., 1946, and 

PM..4, Cotton Broru:h U.S.D.A. "Summary of Fiber and Spinning Test Results for Cotton 
Vlllietiee Grown by Selected Cotton Improvement Groups. Crop of 1948." p, 17. Jan., 
19f9. 

•• Armeuong, G. M. and C. C. Bennett, "Some hcton Infi~tencing the VariabOity in Length of 
Cotton Fiben on Individual Plants as Shown by the Sorter Method." ]our. of A,.;. Ru., 
Vol. 47. p. 449. Oct. I, 195!1. 

18 Brown, B. B., Cotton. Second edition. New York. McGraw-BUI Book Co., 1958. 
111 PM..4, Cotton Broru:h, U.S.D.A. "Market Outlets for Cotton in Some of the Principal Cotton 

Fabrks," p, 100. Feb. 1, 1950. Processed. 
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bought by milJs in even-running lots•. Mills which manufactured fine 
yarns bought a much larger proportion of the cotton they used in even
running lots than did mills which made coarser yarns*'. 

Because of the wide fluctuations in the qualities and quantities of 
cotton produced in Oklahoma from year to year, it would be impossible 
to assemble the production of one-variety gins into even-running lots of 
the same quality and quantity that would be consistently of greater 
value. If the producing area were enlarged to several times the present 
size, more even-running lots of the leading qualities might be assembled; 
but the number of other qualities would also increase, and quantities 
would vary widely. 

Sorting cotton by means of classing, or by the use of laboratory 
tests where finer sortings are needed, seems to be more practical on 
Oklahoma cotton than attempting to produce uniform qualities by 
planting one variety per gin territory. The use of laboratory tests has 
been increasing rapidly in recent yean and will probably continue 
to do so•. 

Blending at mills or at gins may offer a solution or partial solution 
to the demand for uniform qualities of cotton. Blending, or mixing 
of different bales, is reported to be a common practice to some degree 
at most or all mills. Perhaps blending deserves further research as a 
solution to problems posed by variation in the qualities of cotton as 
produced on farms. 

Cash Returns 
Almost one-fourth of the farmers interviewed thought that the 

price of cotton at one-variety gins might be, or ought to be, higher than 
at other gins. This feeling was generally based on the idea that the 
cotton would be of even-running quality and consequently worth more. 
However, none of the farmers interviewed had received any extra 
premium for producing a certain variety of lint, although a few had re
ceived some premiums for producing pure planting seed. 

The fluctuations in qualities and quantities reported above for one
variety gins do not indicate any basis for larger cash returns. So the 
source for larger cash returns, if any, would be from the production of 
pure planting seed. The owners of all but one of the gins that ginned 
mostly or only one variety were active in the production of pure planting 
seed, and that was the motive for ginning one variety. The one gin 

• Smltb, J, ll. IUid w. T. Ferrier, "Couon Buyiq Procedures and Practices of South CaroUna 
Cotton Mma." S. C. A¢. E.xp. Sta. of Clemson .4grl. Colleae. Bul. 588. p. 28. July, 
1950. P~. 

.. PMA, Cotton Branch, U .S.D.A.. "Cotton Mill llequirements as llelated to Imprcwed Cotton 
Quality aad Markettq Practices." PJI· 11-IS. July, 19f7. Processed. 

a PMA, Cotton llrtm&h, Resea";h and Te1tana Divilion, U.S.D.A. "Practices of 1'extile Manu
facturers in tbe Purchase of Cotton." p. 8. Feb., 1952. Mimeo. 
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owner who was not active in pure seed production was in an isolated 
location and was able to persuade all of the farmers to grow the 
variety that he favored. 

Other Advantages 
Probably fewer changes would be needed in the adjustments of gin 

machinery if only one variety were ginned. However, the convenient 
and automatic adjustments of modern gins reduce the importance of 
this to some extent. Furthermore, the wide range in the qualities of 
cotton produced by a single variety within gin territories in Oklahoma 
would apparently create a need for about as many adjustments as 
would be needed for two or more varieties. 

Better yields are given as an advantage of growing only one 
variety of cotton. If the variety selected continued to make the 
highest yield, this might be a significant advantage, but variety tests 
indicate that the highest yielding variety one year may not be the 
highest the next year-. 

DISADVANTAGES 
The disadvantages that accompany the production of only one 

variety of cotton have received scant attention, and their existence has 
been questioned"'. However, most of the 128 Oklahoma cotton farmers 
interviewed reported disadvantages of growing only one variety. More 
than half of them reported as a disadvantage the differences in adapta
tion of cotton varieties to the several kinds of soil within gin territories 
(Table VIII). The frequency of this opinion is probably the major in
fluence on the varieties of cotton planted in Oklahoma. Other dis
advantages were noted, but they were reported less often. 

Differences in Adaptation of Varieties 
In addition to the farmers' observations and experiences along such 

lines, variety tests have shown that there are important differences in 
the adaptation of varieties to kinds of soils. In Oklahoma, differences 
were reported both between areas or locations and between conditions 
that frequently differ within an area as a gin territory, or even on ad
joining farms, or a single farm•. 

In Tennessee, differences in the adaptation of varieties that would 
apply between adjoining farms or on a given farm were reported as 

• l'llmltt1 .I. M., N. M. Gaber and J. M. Greea, "Oklahoma Cotton Variety TC!Itl, 1944 to 1948." 
o.,.. A.,-1. &~. 1141. Tech. Bul. T-57. p. 15. reb., 1950. 

"' Caul. ,.. A;., p. •• 
• PamMt, et. al. OIJ. elL pp. s and 7. 
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Table VDI.-Disadvantages of Growing One Variety of Cotton as Re
ported by 128 Ok1ahoma Farmers.* 

Different varieties are better on different kinds of 101ls 
within area involved 

Different varieties are better for early and late plantings 

'fwo or more varieties reduces risks on yields and harvest-
ing losses 

The varieties selected may be or were unsatisfactory 

Farmers can now buy better seed than they can grow 

Prices received are no higher 

Do not know what the disadvantages may be 

None 

66 

7 

s 
12 
1 

s 
IS 

21 

• Seven of the 128 fumen interviewed for this study pve no opinion, wbile a few pve 1IIOil! 
than one diladvantaae. 

follows: "Selection of variety depends to a great extent upon the 
local situation of the grower; his land, whether bottom or upland, of 
low or high fertility, his labor supply; and his market,'... Similar dif
ferences were reported by H. B. Brown"'. 

Because the degree of adaptation of varieties fluctuates, it appears 
that the ·growing of several varieties is often the most profitable within 
small areas where differing types of soils and other growth factors are 
common. 

Other Disadvantages 
The selection of unsatisfactory varieties was probably reported as 

a disadvantage by farmers (Table VIII) because of the degrees of 
adaptation of varieties to different ·kinds of soils, inconsistent results 
obtained on similar soils in different seasons, or still other reasons. At 
least it indicates that a good many farmers doubt that a definitely 
superior variety can be found for all farms in a gin territory. 

Variety tests planted on ~e same dates show considerable fluctua
tions in the rank of varieties from year to year-. H. B. Brown recog
nized that the value of varieties differs with seasons and growth factors-. 

• McMurray, S. r., "Yuiety Perfonnance Trials of Com, Oats, Barley, Wheat, Soybeans, and 
Cotton.'' Vrtirl. o/ Temt. .4.,-i. Ea,. SUI. Bul. 208. p. IS. Jan., UH9. 

• Bnnm, ~. dl. p. 4!1. · 
• Parrott, et .J, ~. dl., pp. 15, 21, 28, and !17. 
• Bnnm, ~. dl., p. 4!1. 
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Better cotton varieties can be chosen fairly satisfactorily from averages 
of yields and other factors. However, differences of progress in breed
ing of the many varieties, changes in the importance attached to the 
various characteristics, and changing performances from season to season 
make it difficult, if not impossible in many areas, to choose the best 
variety for all the farms of a given area. 

Many Oklahoma farmers plant varieties of medium maturity for 
their first and second plantings, but if they have to replant late in 
the season, they prefer very early- or quick-maturing varieties. This 
practice seems more common on the basis of comments by gin managers 
than is indicated by Table VIII. Gin managers frequently report 
shortages of the early-maturing varieties of seed for replanting after 
hail or other storms late in June. 

A few of the farmers interviewed reported that growing two or 
more varieties reduced risks, as compared to growing only one variety. 
While direct comparisons cannot be made, it would seem that diversifica
tion of varieties with different maturity rates would reduce the danger 
of unfavorable periods of weather in both the growing and the harvest· 
ing seasons. It would also permit better use of a limited supply of 
tabor. 

Whether farmers can now buy better cottonseed than they can 
grow likely varies with the seasons, the qualities of seed that can be 
purchased, and other factors. However, as cotton planting seed be
comes a more specialized commodity, it may be that farmers will be able 
to buy cottonseed for planting cheaper than they can produce it. 

NUMBER OF VARIETIES NEEDED 
From an economic viewpoint, the number of cotton varieties that 

is needed is the number that will produce the maximum net returns. 
That number would vary with time and developments. Too many 
varieties would create excessive costs because so many facilities would 
have to be maintained. But too few varieties would prevent cotton 
farmers and others from making the progress and obtaining the re
turns that would otherwise be possible. 

While competition between varieties of cotton has involved con· 
siderable cost, it has instrumented the better adaptation of varieties to 
kinds of soils, as well as other advancements. For example, storm re
sistance and adaptation to mechanical stripping are characteristics of 
prime importance in Western Oklahoma at present. Competition be
tween cotton breeders and trial plantings by farmers have caused faster 
progress in the development of these characteristics and in the use of 
machines to harvest the cotton than would likely have occurred with 
fewer varieties or less competition. 
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If all the farmers of an area grow only one variety of cotton, they 
run the risk of missing new developments in other varieties. Even 
local experimental plots may not give the same results that would be 
obtained from field trials on various kinds of soils involving different 
farm operations. 

Disadvantages in having too few varieties and too few cotton 
breeders may thus equal or exceed the disadvantages of too many var
Ieties. Competition and developments may offer a solution for the 
optimum number of varieties of cotton. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The production of pure planting seed is the major advantage of 

producing only one variety of cotton per gin in Oklahoma. However, 
less than 10 percent of the cottonseed produced in the United States is 
used for planting purposes, thus placing a rather low limit on the need 
for production of pure seed. 

The cotton produced at one-variety gins in Oklahoma differed wide
ly in quality as measured by grade and staple. In fact, the number of 
qualities produced by one-variety gins was almost as large as from those 
ginning two or more varieties. In some cases the year-to-year variation 
was even greater from gins ginning one variety than from gins ginning 
several varieties. The qualities varied so widely that it does not seem 
likely a profitable uniformity can be obtained. Therefore, there ap
pears to be no basis for greater cash returns from the lint of one
variety cotton. 

The differences in adaptation of the many cotton varieties to the 
various types of soils and differences in maturity ra~es are the basis of the 
major disadvantages of growing only one variety of cotton in Oklahoma. 
Until farmers become convinced that some variety is well adapted to all 
the kinds of soils in an area and is the best all-around variety, it is doubt
ful if one variety of cotton will, or should be produced beyond the 
amount required to produce planting seed. 

In Oklahoma under present conditions, one-variety cotton produc
tion is economically valuable only as far as the growth of cotton plant
ing seed is concerned. But even this value is reduced or exceeded by 
the advantages of two or more varieties in some areas and on some farms. 

The qualities of cotton that mills need can be approached closer and 
at less cost on Oklahoma cotton through sorting by cotton classers, and 
perhaps by the application of laboratory tests where finer distinctions 
are needed, than by attempting to grow even-running lots by planting 
only one variety. Blending at mills or gins may provide a partial 
solution to the problems created by variation in cotton qualities. Fiber 
tests may also provide part of a solution. 
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